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Abstract-Child
victims of sexual abuse face secondary trauma in the crisis of discovery. Their attempts to reconcile
their private experiences with the realities of the outer world are assaulted by the disbelief. blame and rejection they
experience from adults. The normal coping behavior of the child contradicts the entrenched beliefs and expectations
typically held by adults. stigmatizing the child with charges of lying. manipulating or imagining from parents. courts
and clinicians. Such abandonment by the very adults most crucial to the child’s protection and recovery drives the
child deeper into self-blame. self-hate. alienation and revictimization. In contrast. the advocacy of an empathic
clinician within a supportive treatment network can provide vital credibility and endorsement for the child.
Evaluation of the responses of normal children to sexual assault provides clear evidence that societal definitions
of “normal” victim behavior are inappropriate and procrustean, serving adults as mythic insulators against the
child’s pain. Within this climate of prejudice, the sequential survival options available to the victim further alienate
the child from any hope of outside credibility or acceptance. Ironically. the child’s inevitable
*- choice of the “wrong”
options reinforces and perpetuates the prejudicial myths.
The most typical reactions of children are classified in this paper as the child sexual abuse accommodation
syndrome. The syndrome is composed of five categories, of which two define basic childhood vulnerability and three
are sequentially contingent on sexual assault: (I) secrecy. (2) helplessness. (3) entrapment and accommodation. (4)
delayed. unconvincing disclosure, and (5) retraction. The accommodation syndrome is proposed as a simple and
logical model for use by clinicians to improve understanding and acceptance of the child’s position in the complex
and controversial dynamics of sexual victimization. Application of the syndrome tends to challenge entrenched
myths and prejudice, providing credibility and advocacy for the child within the home,, the courts. and throughout
the treatment process.
The paper also provides discussion of the ch$dd’s coping strategies as analogs for subsequent behavioral and
psychological problems, including implications for specific modalities of treatment.
Key Words-Child Abuse, Sexual abuse, Sexual molestation,
Expert testimony, Post-traumatic stress.
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R&m&-Les
enfants victimes de s&ices sexuels subissent un traumatisme supplimentaire au moment critique de la
decouverte. Leurs tentatives de concilier leurs experiences privtes avec les riaiitis du monde extttieur sont en butte
a I’incridulitt, au bldme et au rejet de la part des ad&es. Le comportement adaptatif normal de l’enfant va
l’encontre des opinions et des attentes an&es dans la mentalite des ad&es, ce qui amtne parents, praticiens et
tribunaux a accuser l’enfant de mensonge, de manipulation et de mythomanie. Une telle incomprthension de la part
de ces adultes-personnages
d&s pour la protection et la pxise en charge de l’enfant-enfonce
celui ci dans des
sentiments de bl&me et de haine envers lui mtme, d’alitnation et de culpabilite. A l’inverse. le soutien dun praticien
empathique dani le cadre d’un rtseau d’aide thirapeutique peut apporter a I’enfant la crtdibilite et la prise en charge
.

dont il a -grand besoin.
L’tvaluation des r&ponses des enfants normaux a des abus sexuels montre a l’ividence que les definitions sociitales d’un comportement “normal” de la victime sont inadequates et archaiques, servant aux adultes comme un
rempart vis-a-vis de la souffrance de l’enfant. Darts ce climat de prejugis, la sequence des options de sunie dispon-

ibles pour la tictime ne fait que l’tloigner d’un quelconque espoir de crkdibilitt ou d’acceptation de la part des
adultes. Et, par une cruelle ironic du sort, le recours in&table de l’enfant aux mauvaises solutions a pour efiet de
renforcer et de perpttuer les prejugks dont il est I’objet.
Reprint requests to Roland Summit, M.D., Community Consultation Service, Building One-South, Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center, IOOOWest Carson, Torrance,

CA 90509.
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le nom de “Syndrome d’adaption aux s&vices sexueW-les

r&actions les plus typiques de

Penfant.Ce syndromecomprend5 variants, dont 2 sont Ii&esA la vulnerabilitt fondamentalede l’enfantet dont 3
sent la cons+encc directedesabus sexuefs.(1) non-rM:lation;(2) sentimentd’empuissance;
(3) priseau pi&e, et
obligationd’enprendresonparti; (4)r&Aation tardiveet non convainquante;
(5) rktractation.Cesyndromed’adaptation est proposh comme un mod&ie simple et logique utihabfe en pratiquepour ameliorerla comprthensionet la
situationdel’enfautdansla dynamiquecomplexeet conflictueiledesabussexuels.L’appiicationde ceconceptpeut
combattreles mytheset lespAjug& si am&s danslesmentalitb, en procurantA l’enfantcrtibilit~ et soutiendans
safamille, devantla justice,et tout au long du processustbtrapeutique.
Cet articlediscuteaussiles strat4giesd’adaptationde l’enfantcommedespossibles“prk&dents” pour des probltmes ultieurs de comportementet de psychologie,y comprisles implicationspour desmodal& spkifiquesde
traitement.

INTRODUCTION
f-

CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE HAS EXPLODED into public awarenessduring-a span of less
than five years. More than thirty books [l-34] on the subject have appeared as well as a flood
of newspapers,magazines,&d television features. According to a survey conducted by Finkelhor [35], almost all American respondentsrecalled some media discussionof child sexual

abuse du&g the previous year.
The summary messagein @is explosion of information is that sexual abuseof children is
much more common and more damaging to individuals and to society than has even been
acknowledgedby clinical or social scientists. Support for these assertions comes from first
person accounts and from the preliminary findings of specialized sexual abuse treatment
programs. There is an understandableskepticism among scientistsand a reluctance to accept
such unprecedentedclaims from such biased samples.There is also a predictable counterassertion that while child sexualcontacts with adults may be relatively common, the invisibility of such contacts proves that the experiencefor the child is not uniformly harmful but
rather neutral or evenbeneficial [20,36-401.Whatever the merits of the various arguments, it
should be clear that any child trying to cope with a sexualizedrelationship with an adult faces
an uncertain and highly variable responsefrom whatever personal or professional resources
are enlisted for help.
I.
The explosion of interest createsnew hazards for the child victim of sexual abuse since it
increases the likelihood of discovery but fails to protect the victim against the secondary
assaults of an inconsistent intervention system. The identified child victim encounters an
adult world which gives grudging acknowledgment to an abstract concept of child sexual
abuse but which challengesand repressesthe child who presents a specific complaint of
victimization. Adult beliefs are dominated by an entrenched and self-protective mythology
that passes for common sense. “Everybody knows” that adults must protect themselves from
groundless accusationsof seductive or vindictive young people. An image persists of nubile
adolescentsplaying dangerousgamesout of their burgeoning sexual fascination. What every- ._.
body does not know, and would not want to kfiow. is that the vast majority of investigated’
accusationsprove valid and that most of the young people were less than eight years old at
the time of initiation.
Rather, than being calculating or practiced, the child is most often fearful. tentative and
confused about the nature of the continuing sexualexperienceand the outcome of disclosure.‘.
If a respectable,reasonableadult is accusedof perverse,assaultivebehavior by an uncertain,
emotionally distraught child, most adults who hear the accusation will fault the child. Disbelief and rejection by potential adult caretakers increase the helplessness, hopelessness, isolation and self-blame that make up the most damaging aspects of child sexual victimization.
Victims looking back are usually more embittered toward those who rejected their pleas than
toward the one who initiated the sexual experiences. When no adult intervenes to acknowledge the reality of the abusive experience or to fix responsibility on the offending adult, there
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. is a reinforcement of the child’s tendency to deal with the trauma as an intrapsychic
event
and to incorporate a monstrous apparition of guilt, self-blame, pain and rage.
Acceptance and validation are crucial to the psychological survival of the victim. A child
molested by. a father or other male in the role of parent and rejected by the mother is
psychologically orphaned and almost defenseless against multiple harmful consequences. On
the other hand, a mother who can advocate for thechild and protect against reabuse seems to
confer on the child the power to be self-endorsing and to recover with minimum sequellae
(22,411.
Without professional or self-help group intervention, most parents are not prepared to
_ believe their child in the face of convincing denials from a responsible adult. Since the
majority of adults who molest children occupy a kinship or a trusted relationship [8,22,49,50],
the child is put on the defensive for attacking the credibility of the trusted-adult, and for
creating a crisis.of loyalty which defies comfortable resolution. At a time when the child most
needs love. endorsement and exculpation. the unprepared parent typically responds with
horror. rejection and blame [22;42].
The mental hkaith professiona occupies a pivotal role in the crisis of disclosure. Since the
ttvents depicted hy the child are so often perceived as incredible. skeptical caretakers turn to
experts for clarifi&tion. In present practice it is not unusual for clinical evaluation to stigmatize legitimate victims as either confused or malicious. Often one evaluation will endorse the
child’s claims and convince prosecutors that criminal action is appropriate. while an adversav evaluation yill certify the no.rmalcy of the defendant and convince a judge or jury that
the child lied. In a crime where ihere is usually no third-party eyewitness and no physical
e\*idencc. the verdict. the validation of the child’s’ perception of reality, acceptance by adult
caretakers and even the emotional survival of the child may all depend on the knowledge and
skill of the clinicril advocate. Every clinician must be capable of understanding and articulating the position of the child in ihe prevailing adult imbalance of credibility. Without awareness of the child’s reality the professional will tend to reflect traditional mythology and to
give the stamp of scientific authority to continuing stigmatization of the child.
Clinical study of large numbers of children and their parents in proven cases of sexual
abuse provides emphatic contradictions to traditional views. What emerges is a typical behavior pattern orayndrome of mutually dependent variables which allows for immediate survival
of the child within the family but which tends to iSolate the child from eventual acceptance,
credibility or empathy within the larger society. The mythology and protective denial surrounding sexual abuse can be seen as a natural consequence both of the stereotypic coping
mechanisms of the child victim and the need of almost all adults to insulate themselves from
the paigul ,reali ties of childhood victimization.
The accommodation process intrinsic to the world of child sexual abuse inspires prejudice
and rejection in any adult who chooses to remain aloof from the helplessness and pain of the
child’s dilemma or who expects that a child should behave in accordance with adult concepts
of self-determ&sm and autonomous, ratio61 choices. Without a clear understanding of the
accommodation syndrome. clinical specialists tend. to reinforce the comforting belief that
children are only rarely legitimate victims of unilateral sexual abuse and that among the few
complaints that surface, most can be dismissed as fantasy, confusion, or a displacement of the
child’s own wish for power and seductive conquest.
Clinical awareness of the sexual abuse accommodation syndrome is essential to provide a
counterprejudicial explanation to the otherwise self-camouflaging and self-stigmatizing behavior of the victim.
The purpose of this paper then, is to provide a vehicle for a more sensitive, more therapeutic response to legitimate victims of child sexual abuse and to invite more active, more
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effective clinical advocacy for the child within the family and within the systems of child
protection and criminal justice.

SOURCES AND VALIDITY

I

This study draws in part from statistically validated assumptions regarding prevalence, age
relationships and role characteristics of child sexual abuse and in par2 from correlations and
observations that have emerged as self-evident within an extended network of child abuse
treatment programs and self-help organizations. The validity of the accommodation syndrome as defined here has been tested over a period of four years in the author’s practice.
which specializes in community consultation to diverse clinical and para-clinical sexual abuse
programs. The syndrome has elicited strong endorsements from experienced professionals
and from victims, offenders and other family members..
_ Hundreds of training symposia shared with specialists throughout the United States and
Canada have reached thousands of individuals who have had personal and/or professional
involvement in sexual abuse. Discussion of the syndrome typically opens a floodgate of
recognition of previously uncorollated or disregarded observations. Adults who have guarded
a shameful secret for a lifetime find permission to remember and to discuss their childhood
victimization. Family members who have disowned identified victims find a basis for compassion and reunion. Children still caught up in secrecy and self-blame find hope for advocacy.
And professionals who had overlooked indications of sexual abuse find a new capacity for
recognition and involvement.
A syndrome should not be viewed as a procrustean bed which defines and dictates a
narrow perception of something as complex as child sexual abuse. Just as the choice to
sexualize the relationship with a child includes a broad spectrum of adults acting under
widely diverse motivhtions and rationalizations [43], the options for the child are also variable. A child who seeks help immediately or who gains effective intervention should not be
discarded as contradictory. any more. than the syndrome should be disgarded if it fails to
include every possible-variant. The syndrome represents a common denominator of the most
frequently observed victim behaviors.
In the current state of the art most of the victims available for study are young females
molested by adult males entrusted with their care. Young male victims are at least as frequent,. just as helpless and even more secretive than young females [9.44,45].
Because of the extreme reluctance of males to admit to sexual victimzation experiences and
because of the greater probability that a boy will be molested by someone outside the nuclear
family, less is known about possible variations in accommodation mechanisms of sexually
abused males. Various aspects of secrecy, helplessness, and self-alienation seem to apply ‘as
does an even greater isolation from validation and endorsement by incredulous parents and
other adults. There is an almost universal assumption that a man who molests a boy must be
homosexual. Since the habitual molester of boys is rarely attracted to adult males [46], he
finds ready exoneration in clinical examination and character endorsements. While there is
some public capacity to believe that girls may be helpless victims of sexual abuse, there is
almost universal repudiation of the boy victim.
For the sake of brevity and clarity the child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome is
presented in this paper as it applies to the most typical female victim. There is no intent to
minimize nor to exclude the substantial hardships of male victims or to ignore the conspicuously small minority of offenders who are female. A more comprehensive discussion of role
variants within an extended syndrome is presented elsewhere [47]. In the following discussion
the feminine pronoun is used generically for the child rather than the more cumbersome he/
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i she:This convention is not m.eantto discourageapplication of the accommodationsyndrome
to male victims or to the shared experienceof males and female co-victims wherever clinical
experienceindicates appropriate correlations.
THE CHILLi SEXUAL ABUSE.ACCOMMODATION

SYNDROME

The syndrome includesfive categories,two of which are preconditions to the occurrenceof
sexual abuse. The remaining three categories are sequential contingencieswhich take on
increasingvariability and complexity. While it can be shown that each categoj reflects a
compelling reality for the victim. each categdj representsalso a contradiction to the most
common assumptionsof adults. The five categoriesof the syndrome are:
1. Secrecy
2. Helplessness
3. Entrapment and accommodation
4. Delayed, conflicted and unconvincing disclosure
5. ,Retraction
I. Secrecy

Initiation, intimidation, stigmatization, isolation, helplessne$s
and self-blamedepend on a
terrifying reality of child sexual abuse: It happens only when the child is alone with the
offending adult, and it must never be shared with anyone else.
Virtually no child is prepared for the possibility of molestation by a trusted adult: that
possibility is a well kept secreteven-amongadulis. The child is, therefore, entirely dependent
on the intruder for whatever reality is assignedto the experience.Of all the inadequate,
illogical, self-serving.or self-protective explanationsprovided by the adult. the only consistent and meaningful impression gained by the child is one of danger and fearful outcome
basedon secrecy[22.48]. “This is our secret; nobody elsewill understand.” “Don’t tell anybody.” “ Nobody will believeyou.” “ Don’t tell your mother; (a) shewill hate you, lb) she will
hate me, (c) shewill kill you, (d) she will kill me, (e) it will kill her, (f) shewill sendyou away
(g) she will send me away, or (h) it will break up the family and you’ll all end up in an
orphanage.”“ If you tell anyone(a) I won’t love you anymore, (b) I’ll spank you, (c) I’ll kill
your dog, or (d) I’ll kill you.”
However gentle or menacing the intimidation may be, the secrecymakes it clear to the
child that this is somethingbad and dangerous.The secrecyis both the sourceof fear and the
.’ promise of safety: “Everything will be all right if you just don’! tell.” The secret-takes on
magical,monstrousproportions for the child. A child with no knowledgeor awarenessof sex
and evenwith no pain or embarrassmentfrom the sexualexperienceitself will still be stigmatized with a senseof badnessand danger from the pervasivesecrecy.
Any attempts by the child to illuminate the secretwill be counteredby an adult conspiracy
of silenceand disbelief. “Don’t worry about things like that; that could neverhappen in our
fan-+.” ‘6Nice children don’t talk about things like that. ” “Uncle Johnniedoesn’t mean you
any harm; that’s just his way of showing how he loves you.” “How could you ever think of
such a terrible thing?’ “ Don’t let me ever hear you say anything like that again!”
The averagechild never asks and never tells. Contrary to the generalexpectation that the
victim would normally seek help, the majority of the victims in retrospective surveys had
never told anyoneduring their childhood [22,42,49,50].Respondentsexpressedfear that they
would be blamed for what had happenedor that a parent would not be able to protect them
from retaliation. Many of those who sought help reported that parents becamehysterical or
Punishingor pretended that nothing had happened[42].
-
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Yet adult expectation dominates the judgment applied to disclosuresof sexual abuse.
When the child does not immediately complain, it is painfully apparent to any child that
there is no secondchance.“Why didn’t you tell me.3” “How could you keep such a thirig
secret?” “What are you trying to hide.3” “Why did you wait until now if it reaily happenedso
long ago.1” “How can you expect me to believesuch a fantastic story?”
Unless the victim can find somepermissionand power to sharethe secretand unlessthere
is the possibility of an engaging,non-punitive responseto disclosure, the child is likely to
spend a lifetime in what comes to be d self-imposed exile from intimacy, trust and selfvalidation.
2. Helplessness

The adult expectation of child self-protection and immediate disclosure ignores the basic
subordination and helplessness
of children within authoritarian relationships.Children may
be given permissionto avoid the attentions of strangers, but they are required to be obedient
and af%ctionate with any adult entrusted with their care. Strangers, “weirdos,” kidnappers,
and other monstersprovide a convenientfoil for both child and parent against a much more
dreadful and immediate‘risk: the betrayal of vital relationships, abandonment by trusted
caretakers and annihilation of basic family security. All available research is remarkably
consistent in a discomforting statistic: a child is three times more likely to be molested by a
recognized,trusted adult than by a stranger [9,42,44,50]. The risk is not at ail remote. Even
the most conservativesurveyimplies that about 10%of UNfemaleshave been sexually victimized as children by an adult relative, including almost 2% involving the man in the role of
father [42]. The latest and most representative survey reports a 16% prevalence of molestation
by relatives. Fully 4.6% of the 930 women interviewed reported an incestious relationship
with their father or father-figure [50].
A corollary to the expectation of self-protection is the general assumption that uncomplaining children are acting in a consenting relationship. This expectation is dubious even for
the mythic seductive adolescent. Given the assumption that an adolescent can be sexually
attractive, seductiveand even deliberately provocative, it should be clear that no child ii&
equal icwer to say no to a parental figure or to anticipate the consequences of sexual involvement with an adult caretaker. Ordinary ethics demand that the adult in such a mismatch bear
sole responsibility for any clandestine sexual activity with a minor [5 I].
In reality, though, ‘the child partner is most often neither sexually attractive nor seductive
in any conventional sense. The stereotype of the seductive adolescent is an artifact both of
delayed disclosure and a prevailing adult wish to define child sexual abuse within a a model
that approximates logical adult behavior.
We can believe that a man might normally be attracted to a nubile child-woman. Only
perversion could explain attraction to an undeveloped girl or boy, and the men implicated in
most ongoing sexual molestations are quite obviously not perverted. They tend to be hardworking, devoted family men. They may .be better educated. more law-abiding. and more
religious than average.
As climcal experience in child sexual intervention has increased. the reported age of initiation has decreased. In 1979, a typical average was a surprisingly prepubescent nine years. By
1981, the federally funded national training models reported the average age of initiation as
seven years [52]. At the Harborview Sexual Assault Center in Seattle, 25% of the children
presenting for treatment are five years of age or younger 1531.
The prevailing reality for the most frequent victim of child sexual abuse is not a street or
schoolground experience and not some mutual vulnerability to Oedipal temptations. but an
unprecedented, relentlessly progressive intrusion of sexual acts by an overpowering adult in a
one-sided victim-perpetrator relationship. The fact that the perpetrator is often in a trusted
-
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and apparently loving position only increasesthe imbalance of power and underscoresthe
helplessness
of the child.
Children often describetheir first experiencesas waking up to find their father (or stepfather, or mother’s live-in companion) exploring their bodies with hands or mouth. Less frequently, they may find a penis filling their mouth or probing between their legs. Society
allowsthe child one acceptableset of reactions to such an experience.Like the adult victim of
rape, the child victim is expected to forcibly resist, to cry for help and to attempt to escape
the intrusion. By that standard, almost every child fails.
The normal reactionis to “play possum,” that is to feign sleep,to shift position and to pull
up the covers.Small creatures simply do not call on force to deal with overwhelming threat.
When there is no place to run, they haveno choicebut to try to hide. Children generallylearn
to copesilently with terrors in the night. Bed coverstake on magicalpowers againstmonsters,
but they are no match for human intruders.
It is sad to hear children attacked by attorneys and discredited by.juries becausethey
claimed to be molested yet admitted they had made no protest nor outcry. The point to
emphasizehere is not so much the miscarriage of justice as the continuing assault on the
child. If the child’s testimony is rejectedin court, there is more likely to be a rejection by the
mother and other relatives who may be eager to restor& trust in the accusedadult and to
brand the child as malicious. Clinical experienceand expert testimony can provide advocacy
for the child. Children are easily ashamedand intimidated both by their helplessnessand by
their inability to communicate their feelingsto uncomprehendingadults. They needan adult
clinical advocateto translate the child’s world into an adult-acceptablelanguage.
The.-intrinsic helplessnessof a child clasheswith the cherishedadult senseof free will.
Adults need careful guidance to risk empathizing with the absolute powerlessnessof, the
child;.they have spent years repressingand distancing themselvesfrom that horror. Adults
tend to despisehelplessnessand to condemn anyonewho submits too easily to intimidation.
A victim will be judged as a willing accomplice unless compliance was achieved through
overwhelmingforce or threat of violence.Adults must be reminded that the wordless action
or gestureof a parent is an absolutely compelling force for a dependentchild and the threat
of loss of love or loss of family security is more frightening to the child than any threat of
.
violence.
Questionsof free will and compliance are not just legal rhetoric. It is necessaryfor the
emotional survival of the child that adult custodiansgive permissionand endorsementto the
helplessness
and noncomplicity of the initiate’s role. Adult prejudice is contagious.Without a
consistent therapeutic a&-rnation of innocence,the victim tends to becomefilled with selfcondemnationand self-hate for somehowinviting and allowing the sexualassaults.
As an advocatefor the child, both in therapy and in court, it is necessaryto recognizethat
no matter what the circumstances,the child had no choicebut to submit quietly and to keep
the secret. No matter if mother was in the next room or if siblings were asleepin the same
bed. The more illogical and incredible the initiation scenemight seemto adults, the more
likely it is that the child’s plaintive description is valid. A caring father would not logically act
as the child describes;if nothing else,it seemsincredible that he would take such flamboyant
risks. That logical analysis contains at least two naive assumptions: (1) the molestation is
thoughtful and (2) that it is risky. Molestation of a child is not a thoughtful gestureof caring,
but a desperate,compulsivesearchfor acceptanceand submission[54]. There is very little risk
of discoveryif the child is young enoughand if there is an establishedrelationship of authority and affection. Men who seekchildren as sexualpartners discoverquickly something that
remains incredible to less impulsive adults: dependent children are helplessto resist or to
complain.
A letter to Ann Landers illustrates very well the continuing helplessnessand pervasive
secrecyassociatedwith incestuousabuse:
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Dear Ann:
Last week my 32-year-old sister toId me she had been sexually moIested by our father from age 6 to 16. I was stunned
because for 20 years I had kept the same secret from anyone. I am now 30. We decided. to talk to our three other
sisters, all in their 20’s. It turned out that our father had sexually mo!ested each and every one of us. We all thought
we were being singled out for that humiliating, ugly experience, and were too ashamed and frightened to tell anyone,
so we all kept our mouths shut.
Father.is now 53. To look at him, you would think he was the all-American dad. Mom is 5 1. She would die if she had
any idea of what he had been doing to his daughters alI these years (551.
.s

3.. Entrapment and Accommodation
For the child within a dependentr&tionsh.ip sexualmolestation is not typically a one-time
occurrenke.The adult may be racked with regrets, guilt, fear and-,Lesolutions
t.ydtop, but the
forbidden quality of the experienceand the unexpected easeof accomplishmentseem to
invite repetition. A compulsive, addictive pattern tends to develop which continues either
until the child achievesautonomy or until discovery and forcible prohibition overpower the
secret [22].
If the chiId did not seekor did not receiveimmediate.protective intervention, there is no
further option to stop the abuse.The only healthy option left for the child is io learn to accept
the situation and to survive. There is no way out, no place to run. The healthy, normal,
emotionally resilient child will learn to accommodate.to the reality of continuing sexual
abuse.There is the challengeof accommodatingnot only to escalatingsexualdemands but to
an increasing consciousnessof betrayal and’ objectification by someonewho is ordinarily
idealizedas a protective, altruistic, loving parental figure. Much of what is’eventuallylabeled
as adolescentor adult psychopathologycan be traced to the natural reactions of a healthy
child to a profoundly unnatural and unhealthy parental environment. Pathologicaldependency, self-punishment,self-mutilation, selectiverestructuring of reality and multiple personalities, to name a few, represent habitual vestigesof painfully leamed..childhoodsurvival
skills. In dealingwith the accommodation’mechanisms
or the child or the vestigialscarsof the
adult survivor, the therapist must take care to avoid reinforcing a senseof badness,inadequacy or crazinessby condemningor stigmatizing the symptoms.
.
The child faced with continuing helplessvictimization must learn.to somehow achievea
sense-of power and control. The child cannot safely conceptuaiizethat a parent might be
ruthless and self-serving;such a conclusionis tantamount to abandonmentand annihilation.
The only acceptablealternative for the child is to believethat she has provoked the painful
encounters and to hope that by learning to be good she can earn love and acceptance.The
desperateassumptionof responsibilityand the inevitable failure to earn relief set the foundation for self-hate and what Shengolddescribesas a vertical split in reality testing.
If the very parent who abuses +nd is experienced Gbad must be turned to for relief of the distress that the parent has
caused; &en the child mu& out of desperate need. register the parent-defmionaf[v-as
good. Only the mental image
of a good parent can help the child deal with the terrifying intensity of fear and rage w&h is the effect of the
tormenting experiences. The altemative- the maintenance of the ove,rwhelming stimulation and the bad parental
imago-means annihilation of identity, of the feeiing of the self. So the bad has to be registered as good. This is a
mind-splitting or a mind fragmenting operation [56].

Shengold’suse of the word delusionallydoes not assumea psychotic processor a defect in
perception, but rather the practiced ability to reconcile contradictory realities.As he continues later on the samepage,
I am not describing schizophrenia . . . but the establishment of isolated divisions of the mind that provides .the
mechanism for a pattern in which contradictory images of the self and of the parents are never permitted to coalesce.
(This compartmentalized ‘vertical splitting’ transcends diagnostic categories; I am deliberately avoiding bringing in
the correlatable pathological formations of Winnicott, Kohut, and Kemberg.) (561
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_j The sexually abusing parent provides graphic example and instruction in how to be good,
that is. the child must be available without complaint to the parent’s sexual.demands. There
is an explicit or implicit promise of reward. If she is good and if she keeps the secret, she can
protect her siblings from sexual involvement (“It’s a good thing I can count on you to love
me; otherwise I’d have to turn to your little sister”), protect her mother from disintegration
(“If your mother ever found out. it would kill her”), protect her father from temptation (“If
I couldn’t count on you, I’d have to hang out in bars and look for other women”) and, most
vitally, preserve the security of the home (“If you ever tell, they could send me to jail and put
all you kids in an orphanage”).
In the classic role reversal of child abuse, the child is given the power to destroy the family
and the responsibility to keep it together. The child, nor theparenr, must mobilize the altruism
and self-contr61 to insure the survival of the others. The child, in short, must secretly assume
many of the role-functions ordinarily assigned to the mother.
There is an inevitable splitting of conventional moral values. Maintaining a lie to keep the
secret is the ultimate virtue: while telling the truth would be the greatest sin. A child thus
victimized will appear to accept or to seek sexual contact without complaint.
Since the child must structure her reality to protect the parent. she also finds the means to
build pockets of survival where some hope of goodness can find sanctuary. She may turn to
imaginary companions for reassurance. She may develop multiple personalities, assigning
helplessnessand suffering to one, badness and rage to another, sexual power to another, love
and compassion to another, etc. She may discover altered states of consciousness to shut off
pain or to dissociate from her body, as if looking on from a distance at the child sufI’ering the
abuse. The same mechanisms which allow psychic survival for the child become handicaps to
effective psychological integration as an adult.
If the child cannot create a psychic economy to reconcile the continuing outrage, the
intolerance of helplessness and the increasing feeling of rage will seek active expression. For
the girl this often leads to self-destruction and reinforcement of self-hate: selfimutilation,
suicidal behavior, promiscuous sexual activity and repeated runaways are typical. She may
learn to exploit the father for privileges, favors and material rewards, reinforcing her selfpunishing image as “whore” in the process. She may fight with both parents; but her greatest
rage is likely to focus on her mother, whom she blames for abandoning her to her father. She
assumes that her mother must know of the sexual abuse and is either too ‘uncaring or too
ineffectual to intervene. Ultimately the child tends to believe that she is intrinsically so rotten ’
that she was never worth caring for. The failure of the mother-daughter bond reinforces the
young woman’s distrust of herself as a female and makes her all the more dependent on the
pathetic hope of gaining acceptance and protection with an abusive male.
For many victims of sexual abuse the rage incubates over years of facade, coping, and
frustrating, counterfeit attempts at intimacy, only to erupt as a pattern of abuse against
offspring in the next generation. The ungratifying, imperfect behavior of the young child and 1
the diffusion of ego boundaries between parent and child invite projection of the bad introject
and provide a righteous, impulsive outlet for the explosive rage.
The male victim of sexual abuse is more likely to turn his rage outward in aggressive and
antisocial behavior. He is even more intolerant of his helplessness than the female victim and
more likely to rationalize that he is exploiting the relationship for his own benefit. He may
cling so tenaciously to an idealized relationship with the adult that he remains fixed at a
preadolescent level of sexual object choice, as if trying to keep love alive with an unending
succession of young boys. Various admixtures of depression, counterphobic violence, mysogyny (again, the mother is seen as non-caring and unprotective), child molestation and rape
seem to be part of the legacy of rage endowed in the sexually abused boy [45).
Substance abuse is an inviting aventqeof escape for the victim of either gender. AS Myers
xecalls: “On drugs, I could be anything I wanted to be. I could make up my own reality: I
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could be pretty, havea goodfamiIy, a&ce’father, a strong mother, and be happy . . . drinking
had the opposite effect of drugs . . . Drinking got me back into my pain; it allowed me to
experiencemy hurt and my anger” [57]. .
It is worth restating that aU theseaccommodation mechanisms-domestic martyrdom,
splitting of reality, altered consciousness,hysterical phenomena,delinquency, sociop8thy,
projection of rage, evenself-murilation-are part of the survival skills of the child. They can
be overcomeonly if the child can be Ied to trust in a secureenvironment which can provide
consistent,noncontingentacceptanceand caring. In the meantime,anyoneworking therapeutically with the child (or the grown-up, still-shatteredvictim) may be tested and provoked to
prove that trust is impossible[22], and that the only secure reality is negative expectations
and self-hate.It is aiI too easyfor the would-be therapist to join the parents and all of adult
society in rejecting such a child, looking at the results of abuse to assume that such an
“impossiblewretch” must haveaskedfor and deservedwhateverpunishmenthad occurred,if
indeed the whole problem is not a hystericalor vengeful fantasy.
4. Delayed,Conflicted and UnconvincingDisclosure
Most ongoing sexualabuseis neverdisclosed,at least not outside the immediatefamily
[8,22,49,50].Treated,reported or investigatedcasesare the exception,not the norm. Disciosure is an outgrowth either of overwhelmingfamily conflict, incidental discovery by a third
party, or sensitiveoutreachand community education by child protective agencies.
If family conflict triggers disclosure, it is usually only after some years of continuing sexual
abuseand an eventualbreakdownof accommodationmechanisms.The victim of incestuous
abusetends to remain silent until sheenters adolescencewhen she becomescapableof demanding a more separatelife for herselfand challengingthe authority of her parents.Adolescencealso makesthe father more jealous and controlling, trying to sequester his daughter
against the “dangers” of outside peer involvement. The corrosive effects of accommodation
seem to justify any extreme of punishment. What parent would not impose severe restrictions
to control running away, drug abuse, promiscuity, rebellion and delinquency?
After an especiallf punishing family fight’ and a belittling showdown of authority by the
father, the girl is finally driven by anger to let go of the secret. She seeks und~r~tun&z,y and
interventionat the very time she is least likely to find them. Authorities are ilienated by the
pattern of delinquency and rebellious anger expressed by the girl. Most adults confronted
with such a history tend to identify with the problems of the parents in trying to cope with a
rebellious teenager. They observethat the girl seems more angry about the immediate punishment than about the sexual atrocities she is alleging. They assume there is no truth to such a
fantastic complaint, especially since the girl did not complain years ago when she claims she
was forcibly molested. They assume she has invented the story in retaliation against the
father’s attempts to achieve reasonable control and discipline. The more unreasonable and
abusive the triggering punishment. the more they assume the girl would do anything to get
away, even to the point of falsely incriminating her father.
Unless specifically trained and sensitized, average aduI1s. including mothets, relatives,
teachers, counselors, doctors, psychotherapists, investigators. prosecutors, defense attorneys,
judges and jurors, cannot believe that a normal, truthful child would tolerate incest without
immediately reporting or that an apparently normal father could be capable of repeated,
unchallenged sexual molestation of his own daughter. The child of any agefacesan uri%elieving audience when she complains of ongoing sexual abuse. The troubled, angry adolescent
risks not only disbelief, but scapegoating, humiliation and punishment as well.
Not all complaining adolescents appear angry and unreliable. An alternative accommodation pattern exists in which the child succeeds in hiding any indications of conflict. Such a
child may be unusually achieving and popular, eager to please both teachers and peers. When
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.the honor student or the captain of the football team tries to describe a history of ongoing
sexual involvement with an adult, the adult reaction is all the more incredulous. “How could
such a thing have happened to such a, fine young person.9” “No one so talented and welladjusted could have been involved in something so sordid.” Obviously, it did not happen or,
if it did, it certainly did not harm the child.
So there is no real cause for complaint. Whether the child is delinquent, hypersexual,
countersexual, suicidal, hysterical, psychotic, or perfectly well-adjusted, and whether the child
is angry, evasive or serene, the immediate affect and the adjustment pattern of the child will
be interpreted by adults to invalidate the child’s complaint.
Contrary to popular myth most mothers are not aware of ongoing sexual abuse. Marriage
demands considerable blind trust and denial for survival. A woman does not commit her life
and security to a man she believes capable of molesting his own children. The “obvious” clues
to sexual abuse are usually obvious only in retrospect. Our assumption that the mother “must
have known” merely parallels the demand of the child that the mother must be in touch
intuitively with invisible and even deliberately concealed family discomfort.
The mother typically reacts to allegations of sexual abuse with disbelief and protective
denial. How could she not have known? How could the child wait so long to tell her? What
kind of mother could allow such a thing to happen? What would the neighbors think? As
somedne substantially dependent on the approval and generosity of the father. the mother in
the incestuous triangle is confronted with a mind-splitting dilemma analogous to that of the
abused child. Either the child is bad and deserving of punishment or the father is bad and
unfairly punitive. One -of them is lying and unworthy of trust. The mother’s whole security
and life adjustment and much of her senseof adult self-worth demand a trust in the reliabilityof her partner. To accept the alternative means annihilation of the family and a large piece of
her own identity. Her fear and ambivalence are reassured .by the father’s logical challenge,
“Are you going to believe that lying little slut? Can you believe I would do such a thing? How
could something like that go on right under your nose for years? You know we can’t trust her
out of our sight anymore. Just when we try to clamp down and I get a little rough with her,
she comes back with a ridiculous story hke this. That’s what I get for trying to keep her out
of trouble.”
Of the minority of incest secrets that are disclosed to the mother or discovered by the
mother, very few are subsequently reported to outside agencies [50]. The mother will either
disbelieve the complaint or try to negotiate a resolution within the family. Now that profes-’
sionals are required to report any suspicion of child abuse, increasing numbers of complaints
are investigated by protective agencies. Police investigators and protective service workers are
liiely to give credence to the complaint, in which case all the children may be removed
immediately into protective custody pending hearing of a dependency petition. In the continuing paradox of a divided judicial system, the juvenile court judge is likely to sustain outof-home placement in the “preponderance of the evidence” that the child is in danger, while
no charges are even filed in the adult court which would consider the father’s criminal respon- ’
sibility. Attorneys know that the uncorroborated testimony of a child will not convict a
respectable adult. The test in criminal court requires specific proof “beyond a reasonable
doubt,” and every reasonable adult juror will have reason to doubt the child’s
fantastic
claims.
Prosecutors are reluctant to subject the child to humiliating cross-examination just as
they are loath to prosecute cases they cannot win. Therefore, they typically reject the comPlaint on the basis of insufficient evidence.
Out-of-family molesters are also effectively immune from incrimination if they have any
amount of prestige. Even if several children have complained, their testimony will be im- Peached by trivial discrepancies in their accounts or by the countercharge that the children
were willing and seductive conspirators.
.fl
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The absence of criminal charges is tantamount to a conviction of perjury against the victim.
“A man is innocent until proven guilty,” say adult-protective relatives. “The kid claimed to
be molested but there was nothing to it. The police investigated and they didn’t even file
charges.” Unless there is expert advocacy for the child in the criminal court, the child is likely
to be abandoned as the helpless custodian of a self-incriminating secret which no responsible
adult can believe.
The psychiatrist or other counseling specialist has a crucial role in early detection, treatment intervention and expert courtroom advocacy. The specialist must help mobilize skeptical caretakers into a position of belief, acceptance, support and protection of the child. The
specialist must first be capable of assuming that same position. The counselor who learns to
accept the secrecy, the helplessness, the accommodation and the delayed disclosure may still ,
be alienated by the fifth level of the accommodation syndrome.
...

5. Retraction

m

.__
Whatever a child says about sexual abuse, she is likely to reverse it. Beneath the anger of
impulsive disclosure remains the ambivalence of guilt and the martyred obligation to preserve
the family. In the chaotic aftermath of disclosure, the child discovers that the bedrock fears
and threats underlying the’ secrecy are true. Her father abandons her and calls her a liar. Her
mother does not believe her or decompensates into hysteria and rage. The ‘family is fragmented, and all the children are placed in custody. The father is threatened with disgrace and
imprisonment. The girl is blamed for causing-the whole mess, and everyone seems to treat her
like a freak. She is interrogated about all <he tawdry details and encouraged to incriminate her father, yet the father remains unchallenged, remaining at home in the s&urity of the
family. She is held in custody with no apparent hope of returning home if the dependency
petition is sustained.
The message from the mother is very clear, often explicit. “Why do you insist on telling
those awful stories about your father.7 If you send him to @ison, we won’t be a family
anymore. We’ll end up on welfare with no place to stay. Is that what you want to do to us?”
Once again, the child bears the responsibility.of either preserving or destroying the family.
The role reversal continues with the “bad” choice being to tell the trut_h and the “good”
choice being to capitulate and restore a lie for the sake of the family.
Unless there is special support for the child and immediate intervention to force responsibility
on the father, the girf will foifow the “normal” course and retract her complaint. The girl “admits” she made up the story. “I was awful mad at my dad for punishing me. He hit me and
said I could never see my boyfriend again. I’ve, been really bad for years and nothing seems
to keep me from getting into trouble. Dad had plenty of &as@ to be mad at me. But I got
real mad and just had to find some way of getting out of that place. So I made up this story
about him fooling around with me and everything. I didn’t mean to get everyone in so much
trouble.”
This simple lie carries more credibility than the most explicit claims of incestuous entrapment. It confirms adult expectations that children cannot be trusted. It restores the precarious
equilibrium of the family. The children learn not to complain. The adults learn not to listen.
And- the authorities learn not to believe rebellious children who try to use their sexual power
to destroy well-meaning parents.
DISCUSSION
It should be obvious that, left unchallenged, the sexual abuse accommodation syndrome
tends to reinforce both the victimization of children and societal complacency and indiffer-
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ence’to the dimensions of that victimization. It should be obvious to clinicians that the power
to challenge and to i,nterrupt the accommodation process carries an unprecedented potential
for primary prevention of emotional pain and disability, including an interruption in the
intergenerational chain of child abuse.
What is not so obvious is that mental health specialists may bd more skeptical of reports of
sexual abuse and more hesitant to involve themselves as advocates for children than many
professionals with less specific training. The apparent cause-and-effect relationships and the
emphasis on unilateral intrusions by powerful adults may seem naive and regressive to anyone trained in more sophisticated family dynamics, where events are viewed as an equilibrium
of needs and provocations within the system as a whole [58]. Freud led a. trend from the
victim-perpetrator concept to a more universal and intellectually stimulating view in 1897
when he renounced his own child seduction theory of hysteria for the seductive child thesis of
the Oedipus complex [ 16.59-611. Even if a substantial number of* descriptions of sex.ual
victimization prove to be valid. how can they be distinguished from those that should be
treated as fantasy or deception ? Rosenfeld [62] has addressed these questions in a general
sense but a nagging uncertainty persists.
The victim of child sexual abuse is in a position somewhat analogous to that of the adult
rape victim prior to 1974. Without. a consistent clinical understanding of the psychological
climate and adjustment patterns of rape, women were assumed to be provocative and substantially responsible for inviting or exposing themselves to the risk of attack. The fact that
most women chose not to report their own victimization only confirmed the unchallenged
suspicion that they had something to hide. Those who reported often regretted their decision
as they found themselves subjected to repeated attacks on their character and credibility.
The tumaround’for adult victims came with publication of a landmark paper in the clinical
literature during a time of aroused protest led by the women’s movement. Rupe Trauma
Syndrome by Burgess and Holmstrom appeared in 1974 (631.It provided guidelines for recognition and management of the traumatic psychological sequellae and established a logical
sequence of the victim’s shame. self-blame. and secrecy which so typically camouflaged the
attack. Its publication initiated what proved to be a trend toward more sympathetic reception
..
of rape victims both in clinics and in courts.
A similar reception is long overdue for juvenile victims [24]. Ironically, the same Uinical
study that defined the rape trauma syndrome led the authors to describe a related set of
circumstances observed in children treated within the Boston Hospital Victim Counseling
Program. Sexual Trauma of Childrk
and Adolescents:
Pressure, Sex and Secrecy was published in 1975 [64]. The first paragraph concludes: “The emotional reactions of victims result
from their being pressured into sexual activity and from the added tension of keeping the act
secret.”
The narrative describes the elements of helplessness and the pressure to maintain secrecy.
The fear of rejection and disbelief.is documented by poignant clinical vignettes as are several
mechanisms df accommodation and the traumatic effects of unsupported disclosure. The
discussion challenges earlier studies indicating willing or seductive participation.
In reviewing our data on child and adolescent victims, we have tried to avoid traditional ways of viewing the problem

andinsteadto describe, from the victim’s point of view, the dynamics involved between offender and victim regarding the issuesof inability to consent, adaptive behavior, secrecy, and the disclosure of the secret . . . Our data cleaily
indicates that a syndrome of symptom reaction is the result of pressure to keep the activity secret as well as the result
Of tlG disciosure . . . It may be speculated
that there are many children with silent reaction to sexual trauma. The
c&i who responds to the pressure
to go along with the sexual activity with adults may be viewed as showing an
adaptive response for survival
in the environment [65].

1 If there had been an aroused protest for protection of children in 1975, the vanguard
‘observations of Burgess and Holmstrom might have marked a turnaround for more sympa-
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thetic reception of &Id victimization. Since child advocacy suffers in competition with adult
interests, there has been at best an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary response within
the clinical and judicial fields. It is, therefore, appropriate to recall the rape trauma syndrome
as a model for increasing the sensitivity of counselors and of legal counselors and to restate
the sexual trauma of children and adolescents as seen with an additional eight years of
multiagency experience and nationwide correlation.

9

CONCLUSION

Sexual abuse of children is not a new phenomenon although its true dimensions are emerging only through recent awareness and study. Children have been subject to molestation,
exploitation and intimidation by supposed caretakers throughout history [66]. What is changing most in our present generation is the sensitivity to recognize exploitation, to identify
blatant inequities in parenting among otherwise apparently adequate families, and to discover
that such inequities have a substantial impact on the character development. personality
integration and emotional well-being of the more deprived and mistreated children.
Freud could find no precedent in 1897 for any number of respectable parents victimizing
their children. “Then there was the astonishing thing that in every case . . . blame was laid on
perverse acts by the father, and the realization of the unexpected frequency of hysteria, in
every case of which the same applied, though it was hardly credible that perverted acts
against children were so general” [67].
In the 1980’swe can no longer afford to be incredulous of basic realities of child abuse. The
growing body of literature emanating from the now classic paper, The Battered Child Syndmme [68], published in 1962, gives ample precedent and a 20 year perspective for the certain
recognition that perverted acts against children are, in fact, so general.
Sexual molestation was called the last frontier in child abuse in 1975 by Sgroi. an internist,
who was already in a position to identify the reluctance of many clinicians to accept the
problem [69].
Recognition
possibility

of sexual
molesration
that the condition
may

in a child is entirely
dependent
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inherent

williqness

IO entertain

the

the diagnosis of suspected child sexual
molestation frequently seems to vary in inverse proportion to the individual’s level of training. That is. the more
advanced the training of some, the less willing they are to suspect molestation.

It is urgent in the interests both of treatment and of legal advocacy and for the sake of
primary, secondary and tertiary prevention of diverse emotional disabilities that clinicians in
every field of the behavioral sciences be more aware of child sexual abuse. It is countertherapeutic and unjust to expose legitimate victims to evaluations or treatment by therapists who
‘cannot suspect or “believe in” the possibility of unilateral sexual victimization of children by
apparently normal adults.
The sexual abuse accommodation syndrome is derived from the collective experience of
dozens of sexual abuse treatment centers in dealing with thousands of reports or complaints
of adult victimization of young children. In the vast majority of these cases the identified
adult claimed total innocence or admitted only to trivial, well-meaning attempts at “sex
education,‘* wrestling, or affectionate closeness. After a time in treatment the men almost
invariably conceded that the child had told the truth. Of the children who were found to have
misrepresented their complaints, most had sought to understate the frequency or duration of
sexual experiences, even when reports were made in anger and in apparent retaliation against
violence or humiliation. Very few children, no more than two or three per thousand, have ever
been found to exaggerate or to invent claims of sexual molestation [70]. It has become a
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n&im among child sexual abuse intervention counselors and investigators that children
never fabricate the kinds of explicit sexual manipulations they divulge in complaints or
interrogations [8].
The clinician with an understanding of the child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome
offers the child a right to parity with adults in the struggle for credibility and advocacy.
Neither the victim, the offender, the family, the next generation of children in that family, nor
the well-being of society as a whole can benefit from continuing secrecy and denial’of ongoing
sexual abuse. The offender who protects an uneasy position of power over the silent victims
will not release his control unless he is confronted by an outside power sufficient to demand
and to supervise a total cessation of sexual harassment [ 13,22,25,32,71].
The counselor alone cannot expect cooperation.and recovery in an otherwise reluctant and
unacknowledged offender. The justice system alone can rarely prove guilt or impose sanctions
without preparation and continuing support of all parties within an effective treatment system. All agencies working as a team give maximum promise of effective recovery for the
victim. rehabilitation of the offender and survival of the family [24,71].The child sexual abuse accommodation syndrome provides a common language for the
several viewpoints of the intervention team and a more recognizable map to the last frontier
in child abuse.
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